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Role of intensity fluctuations in nonlinear pulse propagation
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The effect of intensity fluctuations and the finite coherence time of the field on the propagation of nonlinear optical
pulses is discussed. In particular, the statistical properties of the carrier are shown to affect the power level for soli-
ton propagation.

The transmission of nonlinear optical pulses in dis-
persive dielectric waveguides was first investigated by
Hasegawa and Tappert, 1 who pointed out the possibility
of propagating stable solitary solutions (bright and dark
solitons) through nonlinear media using reasonable
intensities. This is achieved through compensation
between the sharpening effect on the pulse arising from
the nonlinear self-induced changes in the refractive
index and the broadening effect derived from ordinary
dispersion. Later, the influence of the fiber structure
was more explicitly considered by Jain and Tzoar,2' 3

who demonstrated the possibility of obtaining bright
soliton propagation even at normal dispersion by ex-
ploiting the transverse inhomogeneity of the medium.
The influence of the longitudinal inhomogeneity (that
is, along the propagation direction z of the fiber) has
been taken into account by Bendow and Gianino.4

In the above-mentioned papers, the analytic signal
E(r,z,t) of the electric field is assumed to be of the
form

E(r,z,t) = 6U(r)4)(z,t)eiqziwt, (1)

where 6 is a unit polarization vector, U(r) contains the
radial dependence of the field, and 4)(z,t) is a slowly
varying deterministic function. This last assumption
is equivalent to neglecting the effects of the finite co-
herence time of the field arising from its statistical
fluctuations. The most appropriate way of taking these
fluctuations into account, namely, looking for the en-
velope solitons having as a carrier a field possessing
general time-coherence properties, is to write t(z,t) in
the form

4)(z,t) = F(z,t)S(z,t), (2)

where F(z,t) describes the stochastic nature of the field
(or, equivalently, of the exciting source) and S(z,t) is the
deterministic signal that one wishes to propagate.

In most practical situations, the detector performs
an averaging operation of the instantaneous intensity
over time intervals much larger than the characteristic
fluctuation times of F(z,t) and much shorter than the
duration of S(z,t). This operation is consistent with
the assumption that the spectrum of the pulse envelope

is negligible compared with the carrier spectrum, which
also justifies the factorization of 4)(z,t) into the product
of a rapidly fluctuating quantity F(z,t) and of a slowly
varying deterministic quantity S(zt). Accordingly, the
measured intensity is proportional to

( I4(z t)12 ) = (IF(z,t)12 ) S 2 (z,t), (3)

where the symbol ( ... ) can be assumed to indicate
either the time or the ensemble average.

The equation obeyed by the single realization of
4)(z,t) is given by3

[p1
2

- q 2 + 02/0z 2 + 2iqO/3z + 2ikoko'e/ct
- (kIo2 + koko")a21/t2

+ 2a(n 2/no)ko2I4)12]4)(zt) =0, (4)

where P1 is the propagation constant of the mode ex-
cited in the fiber and a is a factor taking into account
its transverse spatial configuration, n2 is the nonlinear
index of refraction, and no, ko, ko', and ko" are, respec-
tively, the index of refraction, the wave number in the
material, and its first and second derivatives with re-
spect to w, evaluated at the central frequency Wo of the
field.

If we multiply Eq. (4) by 4)* and its complex conju-
gate by 4), and add and subtract the resulting expres-
sions, we obtain

(2*624D/aZ2 - 2*/dZ2)
+ 2iq(4)*84)/Oz + 4b) 4)*/dz) + 2ihoko/(e*a4)/at

+ N4a*/at) + (ko'2 + kk0ho0"()a 24(Ž*/at2

-4)*0
2 4b/at2 ) = 0 (5)

and

2(p2 _- q2)14bj2 + 4)*824/8z 2 + 4DŽ2 t*/0z 2

+ 2iq(4)*O4)/dz - N4)8*/Oz)
+ 2ikoko'(Qb*64)/at - @*/t)

-(ko 12 + koko")(b*824/8t2 + 4Ža24)*/8t2 )
+ 4a(n 2/no)ho2 jbt4 = 0. (6)

By time averaging over Eqs. (5) and (6), we are able to
write
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qaS/Oz + koko'aS/at = 0, (7)

which implies that S(z,t) is a function of t = (t - zi
vg)/li, with

vg = q/(koko') (8)

and T the pulse width, and
[p1

2 - q2 + 1/zj2 - (ko12 + koko")/t,2]S
+ d 2S/,z2 - (ko'2 + koko")C82S/at 2

+ 2ac(n2/no)kO2,q (A2) S 3 = 0. (9)

In deriving Eqs. (7) and (9), we have assumed that

F=Aeit, (10)

where the amplitude A and the phase y are statistically
independent stationary variables (in particular,
(A2 (z,t)) is independent from z and t), and we have

defined

l/zC2 = (Aa 2A/aZ2)/(A 2) - ((ay/az) 2),

1/tC2 = (Aa2A/at 2 )/(A2 ) -((aylt)2),

(11)

(12)

The main result of the research described in this
Letter consists in the appearance of the factor q in the
denominator of Eq. (15), which decreases the power
level required for soliton propagation with respect to the
case of an amplitude-stabilized carrier. Thus the power
required for employing a single-mode laser (-q = 1) is
twice that of a chaotic source ( = 2). In practice, X is
always within the range interval 1 • w7 < 2, although it
can in principle assume any larger value.5 The reduc-
tion of the power necessary for soliton propagation that
is due to intensity fluctuations is an example of a general
property according to which the average rate of a non-
linear optical process is affected by statistical fluctua-
tions of the field.6
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Now, by following a procedure analogous to that of Ref.
3, one finds a solution of Eq. (9) for bright solitons (a
similar derivation can be given for dark solitons) to be
of the form S(Q) = So sech A, with

q2 = Pi2 + oa(n2/no)-qko2(A 2 )So2(1 + r2/t, 2 )
+ 1/Zc 2 - 1/(tc2vg2 ) (14)

and

(A2 )So2 = [l/vg 2 - (ko12 + koko")]/[a(n 2 /no)'iko 2 r2].
(15)

It is worthwhile to note that Eqs. (14) and (15), although
based on the explicit assumption that r >> tv, are as
valid for a rigorously monochromatic carrier (tc = , -
= 1), since in this case no averaging operation is neces-
sary because of the absence of fluctuations. In fact, the
results of Ref. 3 are immediately recovered by setting
tc= zC = , and q = 1.
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-a = (A4)/(A2)2.


